Abstract-We used the green power and WSN techniques to ad dress issues related to c y cling activities, including health records, trajector y monitoring, group positioning, and immediate safet y issues. Each bic y cle is equipped with a green power module, a unique WSN identification device and an optional biomedical monitoring device. GPS is not required. Bike paths are equipped with routers and gatewa y s that serve as a bridge between the bicycle devices and the cloud server. The routers collect and transmit the c y clists' unique identification and biomedical data to the cloud server through the gatewa y . The cloud service platform provides users to monitor and calibrate the c y clists' trajectories, as well as their activit y and health records. Furthermore, the cloud service platform includes a path establishment simulation s y stem that enables a path manager to simulate paths before the y are ph y sicall y provided to determine the ideal establishment method for providing router and gateway.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) possess many advanta geous characteristics, such as simple large-scale establishment, low power consumption, stable wireless transmission and in stallation, the ability to be equipped with various sensors, and broad applications and innovations. For example, for daily life style applications, [1] designed a WSN-based intelligent gas monitoring system. To achieve efficient energy use, Yeh et aL [2] employed the wireless sensor node technique, examined people's habits and changes in their environment, and imple mented an energy-saving light system. Chen et al. [3] used RFID and WSN to design a system that provides group travel guides. For medical management, Dilmaghani et al. [4] sug gested installing WSNs in the homes of multiple myeloma pa tients to facilitate real-time monitoring of their physiological signals. [5] recommended employing radio-frequency identifi cation (RFID) combined with WSN in intelligent hospital space platforms to manage drugs and medical equipment, and assist doctors and nurses in monitoring patient conditions. For environmental monitoring, [6] placed sensors on public trans portation for effective monitoring and to collect traffic, air quality, and climate data. [7] [8] employed WSN techniques to investigate and detect the habitat conditions of animals and birds, analyzing and collecting data at a distance. Chintalapudi et al. [9] suggested using inexpensive wireless sensor nodes to continuously detect building structures to maintain their integ rity. Xiaojuan et al. [lO] recommended using WSN techniques in oil refmeries to construct sensor networks for hydrogen sul fide (H2S) detection with comprehensive functions.
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We used WSN techniques to conduct extensive research and development of various issues related to cycling activities, including green power supply [11] , activity and health records [12] , trajectory monitoring and group positioning [13] , and immediate safety issues [14] . Every bicycle that joined the study community was equipped with a unique WSN identifica tion device. Before departing, users could log into the system service Web site to select their team members. As the user rides along the green bike path, the ZigBee routers along the path continuously collect the users' location and biomedical data. Data of the path's microclimate are also transmitted to the cloud server through the ZigBee gateway [15] . Thus, we can monitor and calibrate the users' trajectories, as well as their activity and health records. We can also transmit essential group messages to the user-end devices. Furthermore, the riders' safety and the anti-theft mechanisms of the bicycles are simul taneously monitored by the system.
As shown in Fig. 1 , each bicycle is equipped with green power sources, a unique ZigBee identification module and an optional biomedical monitoring and display device. Bicycles do not require GPS, and when cyclers are cycling on the green paths, routers and gateways on the path collect data of the pass ing cyclists (bicycle ID and cyclists' biomedical data) and then transmit the data to cloud servers. The cloud service platform is then used to provide services related to group positioning and trajectory monitoring, activity and health records, and immed i ate safety. The cloud service platform also includes a path es tablishment system that provides path managers with the ability to supplement or maintain paths. This system enables managers to simulate paths before they are physically established. The establishment procedures are conducted as follows: according to local bicycle traffic and the path shape, managers locate the optimum router quantity and gateway positions for establish ment and installation. After simulation, establishment reports regarding the latitude and longitude of all routers and gateways are produced. Construction personnel then construct the paths according to the content of the report. After construction is completed, the MAC addresses of the routers and gateways are input into the server via the administrator page to complete the establishment of wireless sensor nodes on bike paths.
The device design comprises a simple node and a super node. Although both nodes possess the ZigBee wireless trans mission function and detection sensors, the super node can pro cess greater volumes of data and has superior computing capa bilities. In this study, each bicycle uses a simple node, and the routers and gateways use a super node. The primary differences and appearances between simple and super nodes are shown in Fig. 1 
II. FUNCTIONS DESIGNING
A. Bike path designing
Bike paths are equipped with two WSN devices (router and gateway) that collect data and serve as a bridge between the bicycle devices and the cloud server. Routers are used to transmit data packets to the ZigBee bicycle device bi directionally. The routers can also transfer data collected by neighboring routers to the gateway. The stable communication range for routers can be used to determine the installation dis tance between routers.
One end of the gateway is the ZigBee module (Super node), and the other end is various wireless transmission interfaces, such as HSDPA, Wi-H or LTE. This design provides gateway protocol conversion functions. Besides collecting and exchang ing the bicycles' ZigBee data packets, the gateway also for wards the bicyc Ie data co lIected by routers (contro lied by the gateway) to the cloud server. Data transmissions from the cloud server to bicycles must be broadcast by the gateway. During establishment and installation, a number of routers are linked to one gateway to form a cluster. Thus, one bike path comprises a number of clusters. A portion of the gateways possess a micro climate sensor and air-quality monitoring device to obtain cli mate data, such as the humidity and temperature, UV radiation, wind speed, and air quality, during journeys.
These two path-end platforms do not require GPS because the cloud server establishes the location and geographic coor dinates of all of the WSN devices on the path in advance. Be cause the power consumed by gateway devices is higher, con-417 structing these devices in an area with a power supply is a pri ority and independent power supply is only a secondary option. The routers only comprise a ZigBee module, which indicates that their power consumption is low. However, because of the many devices installed, independent power supply is required for these devices. For the various gateway locations without a power supply, we designed wind and light power input devices. Figure 2 shows the microclimate sensor and wind and light power input devices for gateways and routers. 
B. Bike device
The bike device includes a ZigBee module with a unique identification address. Three additional modules can also be installed, that is, a green power supply module, a biomedical detection device, and an LCD display, as shown in Fig. 3 . The functions of the bike device are described below.
• The design of power input device included an electrical energy converter with a wind-Iight-wheel power system and the development of storage techniques. The design increases the reliability of power devices and provides bicycles with sufficient and self-sustaining power.
• When bicycles pass the gateways or routers established on the path, the ZigBee module transmits the bicycle' s ID and relevant information of the cyclist to the cloud server.
• By equipping the plug-and-play biomedical detection or sensing module, the bike device can also collect cyclist data, including their heart rate, heart rate variations, tem perature, and cycling speeds.
• The bicycles are equipped with emergency buttons that enable the cyclists to send emergency or distress signals through the routers on the path to the cloud servers and other team members for immediate assistance.
• ZigBee chips are built into the bicycles during the manu facturing process; the 64-bit extended address of the chip is used as the bicycle' s unique identification and for an ti-theft measures. Member registration and bicycle community establish ment.
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• Employs Google Earth to achieve bike path reality pre view function.
• Employs Google Maps to enable managers and users to locate specific communities and cyclists using Internet browsers on PCs and PDAs. In addition, the system pro vides users with requested information through mobile phone short message (SMS).
• Bicycle communities can locate other members, transmit messages, assemble teams, and announce event infor mation.
• If a specific user presses the emergency button on their bicycle, the system can execute the appropriate emergen cy response; for example, notify other community mem bers, patrol cars, or maintenance trucks.
•
•
The module design includes a path establishment and simulation system to enable managers to develop and maintain the bike paths.
The servers provide information for searches or enquiries, such as the traffic conditions and air quality and record members' cycling trajectories.
III. COMMUNICATIONS
To perform the bicycle positioning function, the simple node on the bicycles (termed the bike node) must communicate with routers on the bike path at a fixed time. The router trans mits the unique MAC address of the bicycle and the router's ID to the server via a gateway. Thus, the router range in which the bicycle is located is recorded to determine the bicycle location. When cyclists stop and press the emergency button on their bicycle, the bicycle transmits several emergency distress sig nals to the server via the routers and gateways. The server then broadcasts emergency signals notifying the other team mem bers on the path, or informs paramedics to proceed to the scene. However, for these functions to be performed, the routers and bike nodes must be capable of two-way data transmissions to the server.
A. Transmissions between the bike node and router
Because of the frequent traffic of bicycles on bike paths, we employed non-beacon strategies (i.e., the broadcast method) for the design of transmissions between bike nodes and the routers on the path. The source address of the packet represents the MAC address of the bicycle ID, enabling system identification and positioning functions. The first byte of the payload is the header, which indicates that this is the packet of the bicycle information system, and the second byte of the payload is the control code, which indicates the message type. Transmissions and communications between bike-nodes and routers do not adopt acknowledgement mechanisms and do not re-send mes sages when transmissions fail.
B. Transmissions between the router and cloud server
Routers that employ the data aggregation uploading tech nique use MAC addresses as a reference for routing. The loca tion of the upper-level router (closer to the gateway) is the router's MAC address plus one, and the location of the lowerlayer router is the router's MAC address minus one. When a router does not receive packet data from the gateway or neigh boring routers, it exists in the data aggregation state. This indi cates that the router continuously collects data within the com munication range but does not upload data. If the router reaches the upload time, or receives a packet sent by the lower-layer router, the router compiles the data from the buffer zone and the packet data received from the lower-layer router into one packet. This packet is then transmitted to the upper-level router, and the data aggregation buffer is emptied after uploading. The router then recollects bicycle data within the domain. After the gateway receives the packet, it dissembles the aggregated data and uploads it to the server.
C. Transmissions between the cloud server and bike node
The volume of messages transmitted between the server and the bike node is not substantial. To initiate communication between the cloud server and the bike node, broadcast tech niques can be used to transmit ZigBee packets. Although this method increases the broadcast packets transmitted or circulat ed between routers, it is the most pragmatic approach. To transmit data from the server to specific bike nodes, the gate way location of the bike node recorded in the server must be obtained. Data is then transmitted to the specified gateway and neighboring gateways, which then broadcast the data to the target bike nodes via the routers controlled by the gateways.
IV. BIKE PATH ESTABLISHMENT AND SIMULATION SYSTEM
A. Functions of the bike path establishment and simulation system
The bike path establishment system is situated on the cloud service platform and provides path managers with functions to develop and maintain bike paths. The system can be divided into four modules, that is, Web simulation interface module, path node establishment module, simulator intermediary program module, and simulator module. Each module is described below.
1) Web simulation interface module: Because numerous parameter settings are required for each simulation and when the size of the simulation network increases, more input parameters are required, this module provides a more user friendly interface. Users are only required to input a few parameters related to the system, such as the number of bicycles, gateway locations, bicycle messaging interval times, and simulation times. This module automatically converts the data into the parameters required by the simulator, and then transmits the parameters to the simulator intermediary program module.
2) Path node establishment module is combined with
Google Maps API. Users can use a scaled map to select the locations of routers and gateways, and the module then automatically converts the GPS coordinates for the selected location into the coordinate specifications required for the simulator. Figure 4 shows the locations of routers and gateways established by a user through the Google Maps API. After the path node establishment module obtained the 419 coordinates, we applied the spherical distance equation to determine the relative location of each node. This module also enables users to defme transmission ranges; If users establish routers and gateways outside the transmission range, the system displays a warning window informing users that the selected sensor nodes are outside the transmission range.
3) Simulator intermediary program module: After the users have established the sensor node locations and related parameters, the parameters set by the users can be accessed through the simulator intermediary program. These parameters are then converted into the simulator format, transmitted to the simulator module, and simulated. When the simulation is complete, the accessed simulation results are transferred to specific pages to display the simulation data and relevant diagrams. [16] and MiXiM [17] as simulators. The primary program for the overall network simulator is conducted on OMNeT++. MiXiM is the unofficially OMNeT ++ network module, which includes a more comprehensively developed ZigBee network model. For the system to simulate a ZigBee network topology environment, a ZigBee-related network model must be installed on the OMNeT ++ simulator, and the relevant functions provided by MiXiM, such as the ZigBee coordinator, ZigBee router, and ZigBee-end device, must be adjusted. These procedures and functions can then correspond with the gateway, router, and bike node functions employed in this study.
4)
Thus, users can simultaneously conduct path node establishment, path simulation, and simulation result retrieval functions using these four modules. Each group of simulation parameters established by the users is transmitted to the simulator for simulation. After simulation, the simulation results are generated and graphically displayed on a Web page. 
B. Path establishment simulation example
As shown in Fig. 4 , we used the Danshui Golden Water front in northern Taiwan and a circular path as our establish ment and installation examples, and developed the optimum path establishment method under different parameter settings. In these two examples, the sensing range of the routers and gateways was 100m. The routers and gateways do not broad cast the same messages repeatedly. The bicycles move at speeds ranging from 10 kmlhr (2.7m1ses) to 20 kmlhr (S.Smlsec) on the paths. A bicycle moving at a speed of 20 kmlhr (S.Smlsec) will take approximately 18sec to travel be tween nodes. If the bicycle sensor requires 18sec to transmit messages to the server, when the message is delivered, the bi cycle may be by the next router. However, the location of the previous router will be recorded in the server, causing position ing errors. 1) The Danshui Golden Waterfront path: As shown in Fig.  4(a) , the length for the bike path employed in this study was approximately 3 km, and a total of 31 routers (including one gateway) were installed. We used C(X, Y, Z, A) to represent the simulation parameters, where X represents the serial number of the gateway locations on the path, Y represents the number of bicycles, Z represents the simulation time, and A 420 represents the bicycle messaging interval time. The simulation results show that the closer the gateway position is to the center of a straight path, the better the gateway performance. According to Fig. S(b) and S(c), when the gateways were located in various positions, the number of packets received and forwarded by each router was, from the highest to lowest, C(0,100,3,2), C(S,100,3,2), C(1O,100,3,2), and C(IS,100,3,2). As the gateway location approaches the center of the path, the number of packets received and forwarded by each router declines, indicating a smaller router load. Figure S(a) shows the data for four gateway location configurations. By comparing the simulation results for five performance factors (the mean number of packets received, the mean number of packets forwarded, the mean packet delay, and the mean number of packets dropped, as well as the mean packet transmission success rate), we found that of the four simulation configurations, C(lS,100,3,2) had the lowest number of packets dropped, and the highest success rate. 2) Circular paths: The length for the circular path was approximately 2.5 km, and a total of 23 routers (including one gateway) were installed, as shown in Fig. 4(b) . The circular path network forms a loop. Unlike that in a straight path, broadcasting packets are transmitted within a loop. Figure 6 (a) is a table of four gateway location configurations. The simulation results for the five performance factors of the four configurations did not differ significantly. However, regarding the packets discarded or dropped because of node interference (Fig. 6(c) ), the number of packets dropped for Routers 0, 1, 21, and 22 was approximately two to three times that of the other nodes. Regarding the routers located on the left-end of the path (Routers 0 and 22) shown in Fig. 4(b) , the larger turning angles of this path cause greater overlapping of the router regions or domains, resulting in more wireless signal interference and a higher packet drop probability.
V. CONCLUSION
In this study, we used the green power and WSN techniques to address issues related to cycling activities, including health records, trajectory monitoring, group positioning, and immediate safety issues. We designed a path establishment simulation system to enable managers to perform path simulations before the establishment of physical paths. Paths are simulated using data of bicycle traffic and path shapes to determine the optimum establishment of routers and gateways. Following simulation, establishment reports detailing the latitude and longitude of all routers and gateways are used by construction personnel to complete the installation of sensor networks. The designs and service frameworks proposed in this study can be employed for large-scale establishment and installation, such as in national forest parks, to enable park management to control the location and safety of tourists easily.
